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Disclaimer
This presentation (the "Presentation") has been prepared by Integrated Wind Solutions ASA (the "Company" and together with its subsidiaries the "Group") for
information purposes. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation regarding, any securities of the
Company.
The distribution of this Presentation may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this Presentation comes should inform
themselves about, and observe, any such restriction.
This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Group and/or the industry in which
it operates. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the
words “believes”, expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “projects”, “plans”, “estimates”, “aims”, “foresees”, “anticipates”, “targets”, “will”, “should”, “may”, “continue” and
similar expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, including opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party sources,
are based on various assumptions. The forward-looking statements are solely opinions and forecasts and are subject to risks and uncertainties which are difficult
or impossible to predict and are beyond the Company's control. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and risks, uncertainties and
other factors could cause the actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity of the Group or the industry to differ materially from the expectations
expressed or implied in this Presentation by such forward-looking statements. You are cautioned not to place any undue importance on any forward-looking
statement.
The information in this Presentation is current as of the date hereof and is subject to change. The Company and its representatives are under no obligation to
update or keep current the information contained in this Presentation.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation regarding, any securities of the Company, nor shall it or
any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. In particular, the information within this Presentation
must not be used in making any investment decision.
This Presentation does not purport to contain a complete description of the Group or the markets in which the Group operates. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this Presentation, and it should not be relied upon as such. None
of the Company, its advisers or any of their respective affiliates or representatives shall have any liability arising directly or indirectly from the use of this
Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation.
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IWS | A fully integrated offshore wind solutions provider
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1) Fixed price option exercisable within three years from original share purchase to acquire an additional 19% of shares (pre-dilution
from share-based option program to key employees)

IWS business areas | Covering integrated services and asset
management

Operations and Asset Management

Integrated Services
97%1)

Electrical engineering &
services and strategic
advisory
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30% → 49%2)

100%

Owner and operator of
high-end CSOVs

A leading provider of
Operations and Asset
Management

1) 97% of share capital; 100% of votes, 2) Fixed price option exercisable within three years from original share purchase to acquire
an additional 19% of shares (pre-dilution from share-based option program to key employees)

Timeline | A transformative year has positioned IWS for strong
growth
Bank loan
ProCon Group
IWS SS acquires 75%
stake in Danish wind
electrical solution
provider

Successful IPO
NOK 704m cash
equity raise

IWS Services2
Establish new
Service & Solutions
subsidiary in Denmark

March

July

February 2021

April

First two
CSOVs1
ordered

Dogger Bank
CSOV charter contracts

June

Secures two
contracts on world’s largest
offshore wind farm

Informed of
intention to declare
option for contract
on Dogger Bank C

December
September

Green Ducklings
IWS SS acquires Danish
offshore wind specialist
consultancy

Entered into a
committed term sheet
for a EUR 56.25m
Green Senior Secured
Credit Facility

Dogger Bank
CSOV charter
contract

PEAK Wind Group
Invests in Operations
and Asset Management
company

March 2022
Fleet expansion
CSOVs1 #3-4
ordered
Successful
Private Pacement
NOK 350m gross
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1) Commission Service Operations Vessels
2) Originally named IWS Service Solutions

The BIG challenge | ~6% of global energy supply is coming
from renewable sources → push to decarbonize
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Source: PEAK Wind

Green Deal | The complete value chain
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Source: PEAK-Wind

IWS | Capabilities to address the entire offshore wind value chain
Development
Planning, engineering,
surveys, impact
assessments, government
approvals, and financing
activities

Turbine supply
Components and assembly
of wind turbines including
the tower

Balance of plant
All other components of the
wind farm e.g. transmission
assets and cables,
foundations, operations
bases

Installation /
Commissioning

O&M

Installation and
Operations & Maintenance
Commissioning of balance
of turbines, balance of
of plant and turbines
plant and transmission
assets

Decommissioning
Decommissioning is
usually done by reversing
the installation process

Share of offshore windfarm lifetime cost1 (1GW wind farm with 10MW turbines)
30%

18%

19%

28%

4%
Development

2%
Turbine Supply

Balance of Plant

Mainly consultancy and advisory services
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Sources: 1) BVG Associates; The Company
Note: 1) Assumes 6.0% WACC and 27 years of operation

Installation and
commissioning

Operations & maintenance

Decommissioning

Mainly operatorship and asset management

Offshore wind needs to grow fast to deliver on Net Zero by 2050…
Strong market and regulatory drivers

The European energy mix is set for a
significant change in the coming
decades in order to reach the Green
Deal zero-emission target by 2050

Statnett points to expectations of
~5,750 TWh of solar and wind
generation by 20501 (approximately
9x increase vs current production)

Growing electricity demand and
scarcity related to fossil fuels are
drawing the need for renewable
energy in the energy transition

Accelerating renewable generation1
European renewable generation,
TWh
~5,750

86% renewable power
sources by 2050

~630

2020

Offshore wind
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2050E

Onshore wind

Solar

Sources: 1) Statnett, Langsiktig Markedsanalyse Norden og Europa 2020-50; 2) Rystad Energy

European 2030 capacity forecast (GW)

IWS Fleet | Owner and operator of high-end CSOVs

Engineering, analytics,
and O&M services and
solutions
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Owner and operator of
high-end CSOVs

A leading provider of
Operations and Asset
Management

IWS Skywalker | Commissioning Service Operation Vessel
(“CSOV”) newbuilding 1
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CSOV market | Favourable market dynamics
Growth in offshore wind turbines (# ‘000)

Gap filled by
“Tier 3” vessels

Vessel supply & demand (#)
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Source: Clarksons
*SPS = “Special Purpose Ships”, which are vessels that carry special personnel who are neither crew members nor passengers
*W2W = “Walk to Work”, includes CSOV and SOV vessels

IWS Fleet | CSOVs contracted at attractive prices
Newbuilding yard prices1 (EUR million)

Four CSOVs ordered at an
attractive average yard price
of EUR 46m + two options at
attractive prices
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1) Source: Clarksons

IWS Fleet | Well positioned to benefit from a strong market

Under construction
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Firm contracts

1) The contract will be effective when contractual documentation is completed, expected in H2 2022.

Options

Returns | Low newbuilding capex provides attractive return
potential relative to peers
Implied EV / EBITDA
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Cash yield on equity invested

Sources: 1) IWS; Clarksons Platou Offshore Renewables. CAPEX includes yard cost only.
Key assumptions: Utilization of 97.5%, expenses of USD 3.9m p.a. (OPEX and SG&A), excl. tax. 60% LTV, 3% interest p.a., 12 years amortization
profile; CAPEX is yard cost only, add EUR ~3m for all-in delivered cost for IWS vessels; IWS CAPEX average of newbuild #1-4

“Skywalker Class” | Premium CSOVs designed for superior
performance and efficiency
Premium tonnage with several benefits
No conversion risk with ‘fit-for-purpose’
design

Lower fuel consumption and GHG
emissions1
Optimal technical solutions for efficient
onboard work-flow

Design highlights
A Adjustable motion compensated gangway
B Dedicated motion compensated “colibri” crane

Low-carbon footprint of vessels
Energysaving
technology

C Premium cabin accommodation and catering
D Optimized hull & DP capabilities
E Solar cells for low-carbon footprint
Plug-in
hybrid

First-class suppliers
E

C

D

1) Company estimate

✓ Plug-in hybrid solution reducing
emissions optimizing fuel
consumption

A
B
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✓ Equipped with photovoltaic cells
(solar) and largest battery pack in
the industry to achieve lower
emissions

Optionality
for zeroemission

✓ Conversion to a fully zero-emission
vessel at competitive cost
✓ Ready for all-electric operation
using supercharging, solar cells
and battery

Tier 1 vessels | Significant cost and emission advantage
Tier 1 vessels offer OPEX advantage1

Overview of offshore wind service vessels
•
Tier 1:
CSOV/
SOV

•

•
Tier 2:
Converted
offshore
vessels

CSOV: Serving both the Commissioning
and installation phase by gangway, 3d
crane, hotel, command center and
warehousing
SOV: Serving the continuous maintenance
of an operating wind farm phase by
gangway, hotel, command center and
warehousing

OPEX (EUR/day)

~55% cost
advantage

Vessels originally intended for Oil & Gas
industry but converted by installing fixed
gangways

IWS vessels with market leading CO2 emissions
Tons CO2 per year

•
Tier 3:
Temporary
gangway

Various PSV’s MPSV’s and subsea support
vessels with cranes, ROV’s, etc. intended
for Oil & Gas segment but interchangeably
working in offshore wind segment

~60-75% reduced
emissions

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
-

Tier 2/3 range
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1) Company estimate
2) SpareBank 1 Markets Equity Research
3) Current fleet

3

Tier 1

IWS

Dogger Bank | Contracts give the stamp of approval
Commissioning contracts on Dogger Bank
Dogger
Bank

Illustration Dogger Bank Wind Farm

✓ Dogger Bank, the worlds largest offshore windfarm under
development
✓ 13MW GE Haliade-X turbines to be installed
✓ Owned and operated by Equinor, SSE and ENI - all highly
experienced and market leading offshore wind developers

✓ IWS to assist General Electric in Commissioning works

Operations

✓ Contract commencement Dogger Bank A and Dogger Bank B
from mid-2023 for 546 days in total
✓ Dogger Bank Wind Farm intend to sign a charter contract for
one of IWS CSOVs for Dogger Bank C with commencement in
20252

Financials

✓ Attractive contracts at solid rates in line or above with what
IWS communicated in the IPO1)
✓ Contract options at better terms and at higher rates

Dogger Bank Wind Farm key parties
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1) IWS communicated day rates for short-term contracts (<2 years) of EUR 25-30,000 during IPO in March 2021.
2) The contract will be effective when contractual documentation is completed, expected in Q4 2022.

IWS Services | An integrated service offering

Engineering, analytics,
and O&M services and
solutions
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Owner and operator of
high-end CSOVs

A leading provider of
Operations and Asset
Management

IWS Services | Building a “one-stop shop” by integrating
several service offerings
2

1
The portfolio
companies as standalone services

Service Co 3
Service Co 4
Service Co …
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3
IWS Services as
bundled services

Service Co 3
Service Co 4
Service Co …

1) O&M = Operation & Maintenance
2) IWS owns 75% of the share capital in ProCon, but 100% of the voting shares

IWS Fleet & IWS
Services as a full
service offering

Wide scope of services available to IWS and addressable
(only) using CSOV
Target segments

WTG Services

OSS Services

Scheduled and periodic IMR

Scheduled and periodic IMR

Blade inspections
Bolt tensioning
Hydraulic systems
Oil & grease replacement
Electrical systems check
Statutory safety equipment and hoisting testing
Tower inspection and repair

Topside Structures
Electrical Systems
Safety System

Transformers
Utility Systems
Crane

FOU substructures
• Primary Structures
• Secondary Structures
• Tertiary Structures

BoP1 – Above Water Line Services
Scheduled and periodic IMR
Navaid2)
Utility cranes
Air-condition
MV Electrical2)
Lighting2)
Earthing2)
Fire Protection
Telecoms
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Corrosion Protection2)
Hydraulic
Hoists
LV Electrical2)
CMS
Fire fighting equipment
Safety
Bolt tensioning

1) Balance of Plant
2) Service offered by ProCon today

Scheduled and
periodic IMR
ROV operations
Scour survey
Debris identification
ICCP inspection
IAC exit/entry inspection

Foundation
Connection
corrosion protection systems
IAC cable entry/exits
NDT testing
Marine growth measurements
Debris removal
Confined space diving

Cable
Burial depth
Cable diagnostics
Cable retrieval

BoP – Below Water Line
Services

ProCon | Strong platform for further growth in services
ProCon at a glance1

Selected customers
Hornsea II (UK)
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850+

Countries

WTGs Delivered

Construction, Service
EEW, Pict Offshore, Ørsted
2019-2021

Changfang & Xiado

75+

500,000+

Projects

Hours worked offshore

Engineering, Construction
Bladt, Century WP, CIP
2018-2021

Borkum Riffgrund 2

1,450+
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Eng., Construction, Service

TPs & Jackets
Delivered

Solar Projects

ST3, HSM Offsh., Siemens
2014-2015
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PEAK Wind | Enabling developers to maximize project
returns

Engineering, analytics,
and O&M services and
solutions
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Owner and operator of
high-end CSOVs

A leading provider of
Operations and Asset
Management

PEAK Wind | Enabling developers to maximize project
returns
Overview

Global footprint

8 offices
6 countries
+150 colleagues
13+ countries PW delivers
offshore wind advisory to

20+ GW offshore & onshore
wind, PV assets using PW advisory

Business areas

CONSULTANCY
Operations preparation
Commercial & Contracts
Engineering & Asset
Integrity
Operational Excellence
Project mgmt. & PMO
Due Diligence
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1) Sea Impact is in a joint venture with Lautec
2) Through a minority stake in Hybrid Greentech

ASSET
MANAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE &
INTELLIGENCE

Financial Mgmt.
Commercial Mgmt.
Technical Mgmt.
Operational Mgmt.

Operations Reporting,
Analytics & Benchmarking
WTG Diagnostics
IT & SCADA
Project Installation Tracking
1

POWER TO X

STORAGE / VPP2

Project Development
Technical and Design
Advisory
Procurement
Project Execution

Battery Storage
Advisory
Sizing and Degradation
Analysis
Virtual Power Plants

PEAK Wind | Key achievements and client base

World’s first 3rd party
offshore operator
•

•
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+15Y operator agreement
for 900MW offshore wind
portfolio project in Taiwan
Currently in dialogue on
other offshore operatoropportunities

Large-scale operator
onshore
•

•

Ongoing project: 5Y full
•
scope asset management
for CIP’s Monegros 487 MW
onshore wind portfolio in
Aragon, Spain
•
Currently in final stages of
negotiation for 3 additional
projects
•

Global O&M / Asset
Mgmt. Consulting
One-stop-shop O&M from early
•
O&M concept development to
long-term operator on same
project
Dedicated consultancies deployed •
into multiple offshore wind farms
during development and
construction
+15 clients (developers, IPPs,
utilities, financial investors)

Independent Project
Development
Auction bid management
for several offshore wind
projects in the US, Asia and
Africa
Owners' Commercial
advisor on two offshore
wind farms currently in
development

Live Performance
Reporting & Analytics
•
•

Live performance reporting
Hosting data and
autonomous reporting for
3GW of renewable
generation portfolio

Strong revenue growth, sustainable margins and
high degree of revenue visibility
Revenue by service area

Solid financial performance and strong outlook
DKKm nominal
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Long-term asset management contracts provide high
degree of revenue visibility with contract length
between 5 to 15 years

Budget
Contracted

200

Actuals

>60%

EBIT Margin
150

33%

CAGR
>60%

100

87
22%

56
50

31
22%

22%

2019A

2020A

67%

0
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2021P

2022F

Consultancy

Asset Management

Summary
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Appendix
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Key financials | Q2 2022
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Key financials | Q2 2022
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Incentivized management team and board with a track record of
creating shareholder value
Management team
Lars-Henrik Røren – CEO

Sigurd Einar Thorvildsen – Chairman of the Board

▪

+30 years experience from Investment Banking and Asset
Management Industries with particular Energy sector focus

▪
▪

▪

Several senior positions, among them Head of Equities in
Formuesforvaltning, Head of ECM and Head of E&P research in
SEB Markets, Investment Director in SEB Wealth Management
Norge and CoB of Nordic Aquafarms AS

Christopher Andersen Heidenreich – COO
▪

~20 years experience managing offshore and shipping assets

▪

Part of the founding team of Fred. Olsen Windcarrier in 2008 –
heavily involved in the development of the offshore wind segment,
MD at Awilco Technical Services and experience from Knutsen OAS
and V.Ships.

Marius Magelie – CFO
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Board of Directors

▪

~15 years experience from ship-leasing and Investment
Banking

▪

Several senior positions, among them SVP Finance & Investor
Relations at Ocean Yield and Partner in ABG Sundal Collier

▪

CEO of the Awilhelmsen Group
+30 years experience from the Shipping & Offshore industry and extensive
knowledge of capital markets
Several board positions, including Chairman of the Board of Awilhelmsen Capital
Holdings AS, Linstow, AS, Awilco AS and Awilco Drilling PLC

Synne Syrrist – Board Member
▪

Work experience as an independent consultant and financial analyst, and extensive
non-executive experience from both listed and private companies

Cathrine Haavind – Board Member
▪

Joined Awilhelmsen in 2010 as Head of Strategic Planning and Corporate
Communications

Jens-Julius R. Nygaard – Board Member
▪

CEO of Awilco AS and +15 years of experience from shipping and investment
companies through various positions in the Awilco group of companies

Daniel Gold – Board Member
▪

CEO of QVT Financial LP, an asset management company and experienced global
investor in the shipping and offshore industries

IWS | Simplified legal structure
Management
agreement for
corporate services
until Q2’23

Integrated Wind Solutions
ASA

Awilhelmsen
Management
AS
100%

Awilco
Technical
Services AS
Management
agreement for
technical services

IWS Fleet AS

PEAK Wind Group
ApS

IWS Services
A/S
100%

100%
Signed building contracts

30%, with 3-year option to increase to 49%

97% of share capital,
100% of voting shares

Options

Green Ducklings
A/S

100%
75% of share capital,
100% of voting shares

ProCon A/S

Overhead costs:
•
Administration etc. IWS
•
Management services with
Awilco/Awilhelmsen until Q2’23
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Long-term incentive program:
•
Intention of implementing an incentive
program for certain management and
key personnel consisting of synthetic
share options up to a total of 4% of the
shares in the Company

PEAK Wind ApS
PEAX Energy
ApS

100%

Awilhelmsen | Coupling decades of maritime heritage and
knowledge with offshore wind competencies
Long track-record within shipping and offshore

1939 Awilco AS is established

+

Strong in-house capabilities
Extensive experience in successfully delivering on
newbuilding projects in Asia on time and cost with own
site-team

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

+80
years

More than
80 years of
shipping
and
offshore
experience

2010

2020

Strong experience in managing vessels after delivery

Commercial & technical wind competence in
management team from experience with both
renewables markets advisory & capital markets and
establishing Fred. Olsen Windcarrier

Integrated Wind Solutions
established

Access to external financing and ability to raise capital
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Shareholders | Awilhelmsen is the main shareholder through
Awilco AS
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Shareholder list as per 8 August 2022

Notes
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iws@integratedwind.com

integratedwind.com

